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Low-spin structure of 156Dy through g-ray spectroscopy
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Excited states of156Dy were populated throughb1/« decay and studied throughg-ray spectroscopy at the
Yale Moving Tape Collector. Extensive data led to improved information on the electromagnetic decay prop-
erties of low-spin states and to a substantially revised level scheme. The structural observables of156Dy are
compared with those of the other nearbyN590 isotones and to predictions of theX(5) model for nuclei in the
spherical-deformed transition region.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Intriguing phenomenological observations regarding

clei in the N590 spherical-deformed shape transitional
gion, as well as new theoretical constructs for the und
standing of these nuclei, have led to renewed interest in
N590 isotonic chain. The evolution of observables acr
spherical-deformed transitional regions exhibits disconti
ous behavior@1,2# resembling that found in phase transitio
@3–5#. The X(5) model recently proposed by Iachello@6#,
based upon the analytic solution for a square-well poten
provides a simple description of nuclei near the ‘‘critic
point’’ of the spherical to axially-symmetric rotor transition

Recent experiments performed on theN590 nuclei
152Sm @7–10# and 150Nd @11#, populating low-spin states o
interest throughb decay, neutron capture, and Coulomb e
citation, have provided a wealth of new spectroscopic a
lifetime information. The important structural signatures
transitional regions, beyond the basic yrast level propert
involve g-ray transitions between low-spin, non-yrast leve
Reliable information ong-ray branching ratios, multipolari
ties, and absolute matrix elements~or level lifetimes! is cru-
cial. Theg-ray transitions of interest, however, often orig
nate from weakly populated levels, are of low transiti
energy, or have small matrix elements. They are con
quently weak from an experimental viewpoint, requiring se
sitive spectroscopy for their study.

The nucleus 156Dy shows marked similarities to th
lower-Z N590 isotones, in both level energies and transit
strengths~see section IV!. The yrast band level energies~Fig.
1! closely match those of150Nd, 152Sm, and154Gd and are
nearly identical to theX(5) @6# model predictions.

Further interpretation of the structure of156Dy requires
accurate information on the branching properties of the lo
lying nonyrast states. The previous spectroscopic studie
156Dy, both from in-beam data and decay data, present s
ously contradictory results for some of the most basic
0556-2813/2002/66~5!/054310~19!/$20.00 66 0543
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servables concerning the low-lying off-yrast states: valu
stated in the literature for the intensities of some branch
transitions from the lowest excited 21 and 41 states@13#
disagree by factors of five or more, and values for oth
have uncertainties which are too large for useful analysis

The purpose of this study is to provide reliable intens
information on transitions depopulating low-lying levels
156Dy populated inb decay. The present experiment pr
vides high-statisticsg-ray coincidence spectroscopy data, a
lowing many of the ambiguities~e.g., contaminant transi
tions, unresolved doublets! inherent to singles studies to b
largely avoided. Substantially improved measurements of
branching properties of low-lying levels are obtained, reso
ing the outstanding conflicts in the literature, and it is fou
that much of the previous level scheme~above;1200 keV!
is in error. Following a summary of the experimental me
ods~Sec. II!, the spectroscopic results are presented~Sec. III!
and discussed in the context both of the neighboring nu

FIG. 1. Yrast band level energies, normalized to the 21 band
member, for theN590 isotones150Nd ~h!, 152Sm ~s!, 154Gd ~n!,
and 156Dy ~l!. The rotor,X(5), andvibrator predictions are shown
for comparison.~Figure from Ref.@12#.!
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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FIG. 2. ~Top! Clover singles
spectrum. Transitions from156Dy
are marked with a circle~d!.
Contaminant lines~from 157Ho,
157Dy, room or neutron-induced
background, and positron annih
lation! are indicated with a cross
~3!. ~Bottom! Clover-clover coin-
cidence spectrum gated on th
138-keV 21

1→01
1 transition. An-

nihilation radiation is indicated
with a cross~3!.
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and model predictions~Sec. IV!. Preliminary results of this
work were reported in Ref.@14#.

II. EXPERIMENT AND TECHNIQUES

A. Decay experiment

The nucleus156Dy was populated inb1/« decay and
studied throughg-ray coincidence spectroscopy at the Ya
Moving Tape Collector@15,16#. Parent 156Er nuclei were
produced through the reaction148Sm(12C,4n)156Er at a beam
energy of 73 MeV, using an;10-pnA beam provided by the
Yale ESTU tandem accelerator incident upon a 1.8-mg/c2

96%-isotopically-enriched target. The recoil product nuc
were embedded into a 16 mm Kapton tape. The prim
beam nuclei were stopped by a 3-mm diameter gold plu
cm downstream of the target prior to reaching the tape
contrast, the fusion-evaporation product nuclei, which w
emitted from the target with a much wider angular distrib
tion, largely bypassed the plug@15#, reaching the tape with
;75% geometrical acceptance. The tape was advance
1-h intervals, carrying the collected activity to a shield
detector area.

The 156Er parent nucleus decays with a 19.5-min half l
to 156Ho @Jp5(41)#, which in turn decays with a 56-min
half life to 156Dy @13#. Two-step decay was chosen to e
hance the population of low-spin off-yrast states in156Dy, as
beta decay from the 01 ground state of156Er avoids popu-
lation of b-decaying high spin isomeric states in156Ho.

Three Compton-suppressed segmented YRAST Ball
ver HPGe detectors@17# and one low-energy photon spe
trometer~LEPS! detector were positioned about the source
close geometry, with an array photopeak efficiency of 1.
05431
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at 1.3 MeV and dynamic range extending from;35 keV to
2650 keV. Data were acquired in event mode with a sing
~or higher fold! trigger, using a FERA/VME acquisition sys
tem @17#. The experiment, which lasted 125 h, yielded 7
3108 clover singles events and 1.73107 clover-clover coin-
cidence pairs.

The combined clover singles spectrum from the expe
ment is shown in Fig. 2~top!. Some contamination from the
neighboring mass chains~primarily A5157) is seen to be
present. An example of a gated spectrum is given in Fig
~bottom!.

B. Determination of transition intensities

The nucleus156Dy was populated in this experiment at
Q« value of ;5 MeV @13#, resulting in the production of
several hundred identifiable transitions, many of them yie
ing overlapping or unresolved peaks in the singles spec
Measurements of intensities from such singles data are th
fore not always reliable, and the singles data could only p
vide meaningful intensity information for a handful of th
strongest transitions.

In comparison, the high-statistics coincidence data
tained in this experiment provide not only information on t
placementof transitions in the level scheme, but also allo
for reliable measurement ofg-ray transitionintensities, from
peak areas in clean gated spectra. When the transitionx of
interest directly feeds a level which decays by ag radiation
b, for which the intensity branching fractionBb is known,
then the absolute intensityI x is determined from

Gb:x5NIxBb«~Eb ,Ex!, ~1!
0-2
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LOW-SPIN STRUCTURE OF156Dy THROUGH g-RAY SPECTROSCOPY PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 054310 ~2002!
whereGb:x is the number of detected coincidences betwe
b andx from a gated spectrum, and«(Eb ,Ex) is the coinci-
dence efficiency of the array for a pair of transitions of the
energies~see below!. The normalization constantN is simply
the same as for the singles data,Sx5NIx«(Ex), and in this
paper all intensities are normalized to the 21

1→01
1 transition

intensity (I 138[100). The branching fractionBb is calcu-
lated from known intensities asBb5I b /(( i I i1( i I i

ce), where
the sums are over allg-ray and conversion electron trans
tions depopulating the level.

The relative intensities of two branchesx and y from a
level can also be obtained from a spectrum gated on a t
sition a feeding the level, according to

Ga:x

Ga:y
5

I x«~Ea ,Ex!

I y«~Ea ,Ey!
. ~2!

Intensities can only be measured in this way if there e
one or more strong discrete feeding transitions to the le
and this method therefore tends to be useful only for lev
low in the excitation spectrum. This method in most ca
provides lower statistics than can be obtained by gating
low the transition of interest—the intensity flow below th
transition of interest is typically concentrated in one or tw
strong branches, but the intensity flow feeding the transit
of interest is usually diluted among several weak transiti

FIG. 3. Comparison of the different sources of intensity info
mation for the 618- and 884-keV branches from the 31 level at
1022 keV. The spectra are~top! from singles,~middle! gated below
the branch of interest, or~bottom! gated on transitions feeding th
31 level. The composite spectrum on the bottom is gated on 6
819-, 1081-, 1301-, 1310-, and 1386-keV transitions.
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or may come from directb feeding. A gate on a feeding
transition cannot give absolute intensities unless the abso
intensity of one branch is known~to provide a normaliza-
tion!.

The relative quality of these different sources of intens
information is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the da
used in the measurement of the intensities of the 617-
884-keV branches from the 31 level at 1022 keV. The inten-
sities deduced by the different methods are compatible
within the uncertainties~Fig. 3!.

In the present paper, all intensity values are deduced f
coincidence data. Information was extracted from coin
dences both with feeding transitions and with transitions
low the transition of interest whenever possible. In cases
which both methods yield intensity measurements with co
parable uncertainties, a weighted average is used. The sin
data were used primarily to provide corroboration of the
intensities and to deduce limits on the intensities of cert
unobserved transitions.

All intensity measurements rely upon an accurate kno
edge of the array efficiency. The coincidence efficiency of
array of detectors is approximately the sum of the pairw
products of efficiencies of the individual array elements. D
viations from this ideal coincidence efficiency occur, ho
ever, at lowg-ray energies, since electronic timing jitter an
walk can cause the signals from two coincidentg rays to fall
outside the acquisition system’s timing acceptance. In g
eral, the efficiency for detection of two coincidentg rays is
thus

«~Ex ,Ey!5w~Ex ,Ey! (
i , j ( iÞ j )

« i~Ex!« j~Ey!, ~3!

where the sum is over individual detectorsi andj, and where
w(Ex ,Ey) is the empirically calibrated attenuation of effi
ciency due to such time ‘‘windowing’’ effects. For the arra
used in this experiment, the coincidence efficiency was v
fied using 35 known coincidences in152Sm and152Gd from
152Eu calibration source decay@18#. Use was also made o
‘‘internal’’ calibrator coincidences from the156Dy data in-
volving transitions in the yrast cascade, since for these tr
sitions the branching fractions depend only uponE2 internal
conversion coefficients, which are reliably known fro
atomic physics. The array exhibited an attenuation facto
w'0.65 for g-ray energies of;100 keV and reached idea
efficiency,w'1, for energies above;300 keV.

Deviations from ideal coincidence efficiency also occur
a result of angular correlations between the emittedg rays.
For the clover detector pair angles used in the present exp
ment~approximately 110°–125°!, the effect on theg-ray in-
tensity measurement is;24% for a spin 0-2-0 cascade an
substantially smaller~&5%! for other common cascades
Since reliable multipolarity information is not consistent
available, intensities given in this paper are not corrected
angular correlation effects.

-,
0-3
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TABLE I. Branching properties of levels populated in156Dy. Both absolute~in b decay! and relative intensities are given forg-ray
transitions depopulating the levels, and these intensities are compared with literature values@13# where available. Intensity limits are give
for many unobserved transitions, in which case the approximate transition energy expected from the level energy difference is
brackets.~Transitions on which limits were placed include spin-allowed but unobserved transitions between low-lying levels relevan
structural interpretation of the nucleus and presently-unobserved transitions which were reported to have been observed in
literature.!

Transition Experiment Literature

Ji
p a Ei

~keV!
Jf

p Ef

~keV!
Eg

~keV!
I I rel I b I rel c

21 137.80~10! 01 0.00 137.80~10! 100~7! 100~7! 100 100
41 404.18~14! 21 137.80 266.38~10! 127~6! 100~5! 107.1~11! 100
01 675.6~2! 21 137.80 537.8~2! 0.86~12! 100~15! 0.53~7! 100
61 770.40~17! 41 404.18 366.22~12! 27.9~16! 100~6! 21.0~2! 100
21 828.66~15! 01 0.00 @829# ,0.4 ,4 16~18!, not obs.

21 137.80 690.86~13! 10.4~5! 100~5! 8.46~13! 100~2!

41 404.18 424.5~2! 1.12~6! 10.8~5! 0.77~13! 9~2!

01 675.6 @153# ,0.07 ,0.7 0.19d 36~7!, 1.9d,e

21 890.50~11! 01 0.00 890.44~12! 5.9~9! 100~6! 5.21~8! 100~2!

21 137.80 752.67~15! 3.3~3! 56~5! 3.05~18! 59~3!

41 404.18 486.4~3! 0.50~8! 8.5~10! 0.31~12! 6.0~23!

01 675.6 @214# ,0.05 ,0.8
21 828.66 @62# ,0.06 ,1.0 0.05d 0.9d

31 1022.10~14! 21 137.80 884.30~10! 16.4~16! 100~7! 13.86~11! 100.0~8!

41 404.18 617.88~12! 3.6~4! 22~2! 2.68~5! 19.3~4!

21 828.66 @193# ,0.07 ,0.4
21 890.50 @131# ,0.08 ,0.5 0.48d 3.5d,f

41 1088.28~14! 21 137.80 950.5~2! 1.2~2! 9.0~15! 1.39~6! 13.2~6!

41 404.18 684.10~10! 13.3~9! 100~7! 10.54~14! 100.0~13!

61 770.40 317.9~2! 0.27~4! 2.0~3! 0.33~13! 3.1~12!

21 828.66 259.59~15!g 1.46~13! 11.0~10! 45~14!,h 11~2!,h not obs.
21 890.50 @197# ,0.19 ,1.4
31 1022.10 @66# ,0.3 ,2

41 1168.4~2! 21 137.80 1030.7~2! 7.7~4! 86~4! 6.19~9! 89.1~13!

41 404.18 764.12~13! 9.0~5! 100~6! 6.91~7! 100.0~10!

61 770.40 397.9~2!g 0.21~5! 2.3~6! 557~90!,i not obs.
21 828.66 @340# ,0.17 ,1.9
21 890.50 277.96~18! 0.71~7! 7.9~8! 0.87~9! 12.5~13!

31 1022.10 @146# ,0.2 ,3 0.11d 530~60!,j 1.7d

41 1088.28 @80# ,0.3 ,3 @0.6#k @9#k

81 1215.6~2!l 61 770.40 445.23~17!g 0.37~3! 100~8! 100
51 1335.51~18! 41 404.18 931.35~16! 7.2~4! 100~6! 5.83~6! 100.0~10!

61 770.40 565.07~17! 1.15~6! 16.0~8! 1.25~5! 21.4~9!

31 1022.10 313.4~2! 0.66~5! 9.2~7! 0.68~13! 11.7~22!

41 1088.28 @247# ,0.2 ,3
41 1168.4 @167# ,0.3 ,4 0.66d 11d

32 1368.53~18! 21 137.80 1230.72~14! 5.3~5! 100~10! 4.20~13! 100~3!

41 404.18 964.36~18! 1.51~12! 29~2! 1.22~8! 29~2!

21 828.66 @540# ,0.12 ,2
21 890.50 @478# ,0.13 ,3
31 1022.10 @346# ,0.10 ,1.9
41 1088.28 @280# ,0.19 ,4
41 1168.4 @200# ,0.2 ,4

(21)m 1382.3~2!l,n 01 0.00 @1382# ,0.6 ,207
21 137.80 @1245# ,0.9 ,314
054310-4
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

Transition Experiment Literature

Ji
p a Ei

~keV!
Jf

p Ef

~keV!
Eg

~keV!
I I rel I b I rel c

41 404.18 @978# ,0.4 ,150
01 675.6 706.74~16!o 0.14~2! 50~7!

21 828.66 553.7~2!o 0.28~3! 100~11!

21 890.50 491.6~3!o 0.23~6! 82~21!

31 1022.10 360.7~12!o,p 0.11~4! 39~14!

41 1088.28 @294# ,0.11 ,39
41 1168.4 @214# ,0.2 ,71

61 1437.28~17! 41 404.18 1033.2~3!g 0.65~13! 34~7! 16~8!

61 770.40 666.88~15! 1.92~10! 100~5! 2.07~9! 100~4!

41 1088.28 348.96~14! 1.41~7! 73~4! 1.46~8! 71~5!

41 1168.4 @268# ,0.4 ,20
81 1215.6 @222# ,0.11 ,6
51 1335.51 @101# ,0.7 ,37

~?! 1476.10~16!q 21 137.80 1338.31~17!o 1.11~11! 100~10!

21 890.50 585.6~2!o 0.35~7! 32~6!

(21)m 1515.0~2!q 41 404.18 1111.2~6!o 0.53~13!r 100~25!

01 675.6 839.3~2!o 0.20~2! 37~4!

21 890.50 624.4~3!o 0.11~5! 21~9!

61 1525.3~2!l,s 41 404.18 @1121# ,3t ,149t <52
61 770.40 754.9~2!g 1.75~11!t 100~6!t 27~14!

41 1088.28 @437# ,0.13t ,7t

41 1168.4 356.5~3!g 0.53~5!t 30~3!t 43~9!

51 1335.51 @190# ,0.2 ,13 100~5!u

(52) 1526.0~2! 41 404.18 1121.8~2! 8.2~8!t 100~10!t 6.54~11! 100.0~17!

61 770.40 @755# ,0.6t ,7t 1.39~11! 21.2~17!

41 1088.28 437.6~6!o,p 0.08~6!t 1.0~7!t

41 1168.4 @357# ,0.2t ,3t 0.42~8! 6.4~12!

(3)2 1609.4~2! 01 0.00 @1609# ,1.3 ,52 0.14~3! 6.5~14!

21 137.80 1471.5~2! 2.5~3!r 100~12! 2.17~8! 100~4!

41 404.18 1205.2~2! 1.27~11! 51~4! 0.97~9! 45~4!

~?! 1624.6~2!q 21 137.80 1486.4~7!o 0.54~16! 55~16!

21 828.66 796.03~15!o 0.98~6! 100~6!

41 1168.4 456.2~8!o 0.09~3! 9~3!

(4)1 1627.5~2! 41 404.18 1223.36~18! 5.6~4! 100~7! 4.75~13! 100~3!

31 1022.10 605.5~3! 0.36~7! 6.4~13! 0.47~9! 10~2!

41 1168.4 458.9~4!o 0.20~6! 3.6~11!

@178#v ,0.07w ,1.2 <133~43!x

(41)m 1677.2~2!q 41 404.18 1272.8~3!o 0.32~8! 62~15!

61 770.40 907.2~4!o 0.14~5! 29~4!

21 828.66 848.2~5!o 0.12~5! 23~10!

21 890.50 786.1~5!o,p 0.10~3! 19~6!

31 1022.10 654.9~4!o 0.33~9! 63~17!

41 1088.28 588.88~14!o 0.52~4! 100~8!

(?) 1679.9~8!q 21 137.80 1542.1~8!o 0.80~16!y 100~20!

21 828.66 851.0~12!o,p 0.07~4! 9~5!

71 1728.7~5!l 61 770.40 958.3~8!g 0.22~7!r 100~32! 100~10!

51 1335.51 393.2~6!g 0.09~4! 41~18! 52~8!

~?! 1772.4~10!q 21 137.80 1634.6~10!o 1.1~3!r 100~27!

~?! 1794.6~2!q 41 404.18 1390.33~17!o 2.07~12! 100~6!

61 770.40 1024.6~6!o 0.12~5! 6~2!
054310-5
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

Transition Experiment Literature

Ji
p a Ei

~keV!
Jf

p Ef

~keV!
Eg

~keV!
I I rel I b I rel c

72 1809.8~3!l 61 770.40 1039.3~2!g 0.33~5! 100~15! observedz

81 1215.6 594.9~6!g 0.047~13! 14~4! observedz

~?! 1840.1~2!q 41 404.18 1435.7~5!o 0.47~9! 66~23!

21 828.66 1011.7~2!o 0.10~3! 14~4!

21 890.50 949.60~16!o 0.71~5! 100~7!

31 1022.10 818.1~2!o 0.26~6! 37~8!

41 1168.4 671.2~2!o 0.18~4! 25~6!

~?! 1857.82~17!q 41 404.18 1453.65~15!o 2.5~3! 100~12!

61 770.40 1087.40~16!o 0.62~4! 24.8~16!

41 1168.4 688.9~5!o,p 0.15~9! 6~4!

(?) 1878.8~6!q 21 137.80 1741.5~7!o 0.36~9! 64~16!

41 404.18 1474.2~4!o 0.56~14! 100~25!

21 828.66 1049.6~15!o,p 0.12~5! 21~9!

21 890.50 988.7~5!o,p 0.14~3! 25~5!

(6) 1898.5~2!l,aa 61 770.40 1128.07~15!g 0.89~5! 100~6! 100~5!

51 1335.51 562.6~5!o 0.12~5! 13~6!

(4)1 1627.5 @271# ,0.16 ,18 <88
(?) 1930.0~5!q 21 137.80 1791.9~9!o 0.50~18! 78~28!

41 404.18 1526.1~6!o 0.64~16! 100~25!

(?) 1933.6~2!q 41 404.18 1529.4~2!o 1.52~13! 100~9!

31 1022.10 911.5~6!o 0.15~4! 10~3!

41 1088.28 845.3~3!o 0.11~2! 7.2~13!

(?) 1942.9~3!q 41 404.18 1538.0~12!o,p 0.41~13! 121~38!

61 770.40 1172.5~16!o,p 0.20~6! 59~19!

41 1088.28 854.6~3!o 0.34~5! 100~15!

(?) 1950.0~2!q 41 404.18 1545.8~2!o 1.44~8! 100~6!

(?) 2003.0~3!q 41 404.18 1598.7~5!o 0.25~7! 100~28!

21 828.66 1174.5~8!o 0.22~8! 88~32!

41 1088.28 914.6~3!o 0.14~5! 56~20!

(?) 2058.6~2!q 31 1022.10 1036.4~2!o 0.32~6! 100~19!

41 1088.28 970.4~18!o,p 0.06~4! 19~13!

41 1168.4 890.2~4!o 0.27~10! 84~31!

51 1335.51 722.3~7!o 0.13~4! 41~13!

(?) 2085.1~3!q 61 770.40 1314.7~2!o 0.52~5! 100~10!

21 2089.9~3! 01 0.00 @2089# ,0.6 ,144 0.31~13! 27~12!

21 137.80 1952.3~9!p 0.24~10! 56~23! 0.29~4! 26~4!

41 1088.28 1001.7~3!o 0.43~6! 100~14!

41 1168.4 921.2~3! 0.26~6! 60~14! 0.14~6! 12~5!

@796#v 1.13~4! 100~4!

(?) 2103.3~3!q 31 1022.10 1081.2~4!o 0.64~5! 100~8!

41 1168.4 935.0~4!o 0.19~6! 30~9!

51 1335.51 767.8~4!o 0.16~4! 25~6!

(?) 2164.3~4!q 41 404.18 1760.1~4!o 0.31~9! 100~29!

61 770.40 1393.9~7!o,p 0.09~4! 29~12!

(?) 2183.8~4!q 21 828.66 1355.1~4!o 0.21~5! 100~23!

21 890.50 1293.0~5!o,p 0.14~8! 67~38!

41 1088.28 1095.9~5!o,p 0.10~6! 48~29!

(?) 2193.5~3!q 61 770.40 1423.3~6!o 0.16~6! 47~18!

51 1335.51 858.0~3!o 0.34~5! 100~15!
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

Transition Experiment Literature

Ji
p a Ei

~keV!
Jf

p Ef

~keV!
Eg

~keV!
I I rel I b I rel c

(?) 2199.7~3!q 41 404.18 1795.6~5!o 0.42~15! 100~36!

31 1022.10 1177.6~2!o 0.29~5! 69~12!

41 1168.4 1031.8~8!o 0.11~3!r 26~7!

51 1335.51 863.3~10!o 0.10~4! 24~10!

(?) 1476.10 723.5~4!o 0.14~4! 33~10!

(?) 2207.4~5!q 31 1022.10 1185.6~5!o 0.22~4! 100~18!

51 1335.51 871.6~5!o 0.18~5! 82~23!

(?) 2220.4~4!q 61 770.40 1450.0~3!o 0.22~6!r 100~27!

(?) 2228.9~5!q 41 404.18 1824.7~5!o 0.63~9! 100~14!

(?) 2230.9~4!q 61 770.40 1460.5~3!o 0.22~4! 100~18!

(?) 2244.7~3!q 41 404.18 1840.5~8!o,p 0.22~9! 15~6!

21 828.66 1415.9~2!o 1.50~9! 100~6!

21 890.50 1354.1~2!o 0.41~5! 27~3!

31 1022.10 1222.8~3!o 0.37~8! 25~5!

41 1088.28 1156.4~3!o 0.32~7! 21~5!

41 1168.4 1076.2~5!o 0.42~8! 28~5!

(?) 1624.6 620.1~8!o 0.10~3! 7~2!

(?) 2264.1~6!q 41 404.18 1860.1~5!o 0.81~13! 100~16!

31 1022.10 1241.2~6!o,p 0.15~6! 19~7!

41 1168.4 1094.8~10!o,p 0.15~5! 19~6!

(?) 2270.0~4!q 61 770.40 1499.6~3!o 0.62~9! 100~15!

(?) 2293.4~4!q 41 404.18 1888.8~15!o,p 0.27~10! 71~26!

61 770.40 1523.0~3!o 0.38~6! 100~16!

(?) 2300.1~4!q 31 1022.10 1278.0~3!o 0.52~14! 100~27!

41 2307.4~3! 21 137.80 @2169# ,0.4 ,39 0.31~4! 14~2!

41 404.18 1902.5~5! 0.42~10! 46~11! 0.48~6! 22~3!

61 770.40 1536.0~4! 0.49~8! 53~9! 0.57~8! 26~4!

21 828.66 1478.7~2! 0.28~3! 30~3! 0.66~8! 40~4!

21 890.50 1416.8~2! 0.92~10! 100~11! 2.21~4! 100~2!

31 1022.10 1285.4~4!o 0.18~7! 20~8!

41 1088.28 1218.9~5!o 0.39~10! 42~10!

41 1168.4 1139.0~6!o 0.32~9! 35~10!

32 1368.53 939.2~11!o 0.17~6! 18~7!

(4)1 1627.5 @680# ,0.10 ,11 0.48~10! 22~5!

(?) 2323.6~2!q 21 137.80 2185.6~6!o 0.31~10! 12~4!

41 404.18 1919.8~4!o 0.61~13! 24~5!

21 828.66 1494.5~5!o 0.29~7! 11~3!

21 890.50 1432.8~2!o 1.00~10! 39~4!

31 1022.10 1301.5~4!o 2.58~14! 100~5!

41 1088.28 1235.3~2!o 0.43~9! 17~3!

41 1168.4 1155.3~2!o 1.26~9! 49~3!

32 1368.53 955.4~4!o 0.19~4! 7.4~16!

(?) 2331.7~3!q 31 1022.10 1309.7~4!o 0.37~8! 100~22!

41 1168.4 1163.1~6!o,p 0.10~5! 27~14!

51 1335.51 996.1~4!o 0.14~5! 37~14!

(?) 2342.6~3!q 41 1168.4 1174.2~2!o 0.42~7! 100~17!

(?) 2372.1~3!q 21 137.80 2234.2~4!o 1.7~4! 100~23!

41 404.18 1967.9~3!o 0.59~16! 35~9!

(?) 2385.6~3!q 31 1022.10 1363.4~7!o,p 0.08~3! 32~12!

41 1168.4 1217.2~3!o 0.25~7! 100~28!
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Transition Experiment Literature

Ji
p a Ei

~keV!
Jf

p Ef

~keV!
Eg

~keV!
I I rel I b I rel c

51 1335.51 1050.0~5!o 0.11~3! 44~12!

(?) 2408.7~4!bb 21 137.80 2271.0~2!o 0.88~13! 100~15!

41 404.18 2003.7~7!p 0.34~10! 39~11! 0.24~5! 36~7!

21 828.66 1580.3~4!o 0.11~3! 13~3!

21 890.50 1518.7~3!o 0.25~7! 28~8!

31 1022.10 1386.3~2! 0.67~6! 76~7! 0.67~8! 100~12!

41 1088.28 1320.3~15! 0.12~5! 14~6! 0.31~5! 46~7!

41 1168.4 1241.3~12!o,p 0.14~6! 16~7!

32 1368.53 1040.0~7!o 0.11~4! 13~5!

@880#v 0.66~8! 99~12!

(?) 2103.3 304.6~7!o,p 0.10~3! 11~3!

(?) 2418.9~6!q 41 404.18 2014.9~6!o 0.42~10! 100~24!

61 770.40 1648.1~7!o,p 0.19~6! 45~14!

(?) 2433.8~2!q 41 404.18 2029.70~18!o 2.17~16! 100~7!

61 770.40 1663.3~2!o 0.52~10! 24~5!

41 1088.28 1345.6~3!o 0.19~5! 9~2!

(52) 1526.0 908.0~10!o,p 0.19~6! 9~3!

(?) 2439.2~2!q 41 404.18 2035.0~2!o 1.7~2! 100~12!

61 770.40 1668.7~2!o 0.32~7! 19~4!

41 1088.28 1351.3~6!o,p 0.10~4! 6~2!

(?) 2445.2~3!q 21 137.80 2307.4~8!o 0.27~11! 40~16!

31 1022.10 1423.0~2!o 0.68~9! 100~13!

51 1335.51 1110.7~7!o,y 0.29~6! 43~9!

(?) 1624.6 820.9~6!o,p 0.08~2! 12~3!

(4)1 1627.5 818.7~4!o,p 0.19~5! 28~7!

(?) 2489.5~5!q 41 404.18 2085.4~5!o 0.49~10! 100~20!

31 1022.10 1467.1~8!o 0.10~5! 20~10!

51 1335.51 1154.4~8!o,p 0.14~6! 29~12!

(?) 2492.0~3!q 21 137.80 2354.1~2!o 0.90~8! 100~9!

41 404.18 2088.2~6!o 0.37~15! 41~17!

31 1022.10 1469.9~5!o 0.19~6! 21~7!

41 1168.4 1323.2~4!o 0.17~5! 19~6!

(?) 2516.6~7!cc 01 675.6 @1841# ,0.03 ,17 0.14~3! 19~4!

21 828.66 1688.2~15!p 0.07~5! 32~25! 0.15~7! 20~9!

21 890.50 1626.8~6!p 0.16~6! 80~30! 0.18~3! 24~4!

31 1022.10 1493.8~10! 0.20~5! 100~25! 0.74~7! 99~9!

41 1168.4 1348.9~5! 0.19~5! 95~25! 0.10~8! 13~11!

@1297#v 0.75~5! 100~7!

32 1368.53 @1148# ,0.15 ,75 0.12~5! 16~7!

(3)2 1609.4 @907# ,0.10 ,50 0.29~5! 39~7!

(?) 2572.0~5!q 41 404.18 2168.9~7!o,p 0.23~8! 100~35!

(4)1 1627.5 944.3~4!o 0.15~3! 65~13!

(?) 2594.3~4!q 31 1022.10 1572.0~5!o 0.13~5! 62~25!

41 1168.4 1425.9~4!o 0.20~5! 100~25!

51 1335.51 1259.1~7!o 0.19~8! 95~40!

(?) 2642.5~3!q 41 404.18 2238.3~2!o 0.77~13! 100~17!

(?) 2653.4~6!q 41 404.18 2249~2!o,p 0.32~15! 100~47!

21 828.66 1824.7~6!o 0.20~5! 63~16!

(?) 2757.8~6!q 31 1022.10 1735.7~5!o 0.18~5! 100~28!

(?) 2788.1~9!q 81 1215.6 1572.5~8!o 0.08~2! 100~25!
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Transition Experiment Literature

Ji
p a Ei

~keV!
Jf

p Ef

~keV!
Eg

~keV!
I I rel I b I rel c

(?) 2810.4~6!q 41 404.18 2406.2~7!o 0.38~11! 100~29!

61 770.40 2039.9~10!o,p 0.11~4! 29~11!

(?) 2818.4~2! 41 404.18 2414.2~2!o 1.60~18! 100~11!

61 770.40 2048.0~2!o 0.19~6! 12~4!

21 828.66 @1990# ,0.07 ,4 0.21~9! 11~5!

31 1022.10 @1796# ,0.13 ,8 0.46~4! 25.0~22!

41 1088.28 1730.1~2! 0.57~6! 36~4! 0.49~9! 27~5!

41 1168.4 1649.7~2! 1.37~11! 86~7! 1.84~4! 100.0~22!

@1525#v 0.68~7! 37~4!

51 1335.51 1482.7~2!o 0.30~5! 19~3!

32 1368.53 1450.0~8!o,p 0.15~6! 9~4!

61 1437.28 1380.9~2!o 0.65~6! 41~4!

61 1525.3 1293.4~15!o 0.27~4! 17~3!

(52) 1526.0 1292.3~3!o 0.87~11! 54~7!

(4)1 1627.5 1191.1~5! 0.43~6! 27~4! 0.20~7! 11~4!

(?) 1857.82 960.6~3!o 0.69~7! 43~4!

(6) 1898.5 919.7~15!o 0.13~5! 8~3!

(?) 1933.6 884.3~8!o 0.11~5! 7~3!

(?) 2823.3~2!dd 41 404.18 2419.2~2! 3.3~3! 100~9! 2.93~6! 100.0~20!

61 770.40 2052.8~2!o 0.69~11! 21~3!

21 828.66 @1994# ,0.07 ,2 0.13~9! 4~3!

21 890.50 @1932# ,0.11 ,3 0.26~4! 8.9~14!

41 1168.4 1654.0~11!o,p 0.14~6! 4.2~18!

(52) 1526.0 1297.3~2!o 0.33~8! 10~2!

(?) 1857.82 965.3~8!o 0.10~5! 3.0~15!

(?) 2833.6~4!q 41 404.18 2429.5~7!o 0.63~9! 100~14!

61 770.40 2063.2~4!o 0.23~4! 37~6!

(?) 2894.9~4!q 41 404.18 2490.7~6!o 0.21~7! 100~33!

21 890.50 2004.2~9!o,p 0.10~4! 48~19!

31 1022.10 1872.9~4!o 0.21~5! 100~24!

(?) 2981.5~13!q 41 404.18 2577.3~13!o 0.33~7! 100~21!

aLevel spin assignments are nominal assignments from the evaluation@13#, except as noted.
bLiterature values for absolute intensities are from the evaluated156Ho EC decay data of Ref.@13#, which were based primarily upon Re
@22#, except as noted.
cLiterature values for relative intensities are from the adoptedg radiations of the evaluation@13#, except as noted. Where the evaluation@13#
gave more than one possible adopted value, all are listed here.
dThe literatureg-ray intensity is deduced from conversion electron data only, using an assumed conversion coefficient from Ref.@22#.
eListed in the evaluation@13# as 5.9, but the intensity and conversion coefficient given in the original literature@22# actually yielded 1.9.
fListed in the evaluation@13# as 7.2, but the intensity and conversion coefficient given in the original literature@22# actually yielded 3.5. The
evaluation also notes larger but ambiguous intensities reported in (a,4n) @20#.
gTransition was previously reported, but not inb decay.
hRelative intensity from (a,4n) was listed in the evaluation@13# as 57, but the intensities given in the original literature@20# actually yielded
45~14!. The uncertainties from the original (p,4n) literature@21# are used here to obtain the value 11~2!.
iRelative intensity from (a,4n) was listed in the evaluation@13# as 370, but the intensities given in the original literature@20# actually yielded
557~90!.
jRelative intensity from (a,4n) was listed in the evaluation@13# as 515. The uncertainties, and unrounded intensities, from the orig
literature@20# are used here to obtain 530~60!.
kThis is a literatureI ce value from conversion electron data from Ref.@22#. Reference@22# made no prediction for the correspondingg-ray
intensity since an unknown portion of the electron intensity may result from anE0 contribution.
lLevel was previously reported, but not inb decay@13#.
mProbable spin assignment for the identified level is given on the basis of observed transitions to levels of known spin.
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TABLE I. (Continued.)
nThe level at 1382.3~2! keV may be identified with the adopted (32) level at 1385~5! keV @13# reported in (p,t) scattering@23#.
oGamma-ray line not previously reported, or not reported in this placement.
pIdentification of the transition is tentative.
qLevel not previously reported.
rEnergy and intensity are deduced from gated spectrum after subtraction of contribution~s! from other placement~s!. ~Also see EPAPS
tabulation@19#.!
sLevel is not identified as having been populated inb decay in the published literature@22# but is quoted as having been populated in
unpublishedb-decay study@24#.
tTransitions from the closely-spaced pair of levels at 1525.3~2! and 1526.0~2! keV are all potentially doublets. Each transition is assigne
primary placement as depopulating one of these levels on the basis of transition energy as measured in gated spectra but ma
significant unresolved contribution depopulating the other member of the pair.~See the text.!
uThe placement here, reported in (a,4n) @20#, is noted by the evaluation@13# to be uncertain.
vA literature transition was reported to a level the existence of which is not supported by the present data.~See the text.!
wLimit obtained on any possible absolute intensity coincident with the alleged 1310-keV transition from Ref.@20#, which is claimed as the
only branch from the literature (21)1447 level. ~See the text.!
xThe intensity for the adopted 178.93~20! keV branch is omitted in the evaluation@13#, with an indication that the placement of the transitio
in the level scheme is uncertain. The relative intensity for this branch deduced from the original literature@20# is 133~43!.
yPeak in the gated spectrum has an abnormally large width.
zThe evaluation@13# did not deduce relative intensities for the 1039- and 594-keV branches. The 1039-keV branch was reported in (xn),
(a,4n), and (p,4n) @25,20,21#. The 594-keV branch was only reported in (a,4n) and (p,4n) @20#, and the line was noted by the authors
contain 127I contamination.
aaThe nominal spin assignment for the adopted level at 1898.64~10! keV @13# is (6,72). ~See the text.!
bbThe level at 2408.7~4! keV may be identified with the adopted (22) level at 2409.64~20! keV @13# reported inb decay@22#. ~See the text.!
ccThe level at 2516.6~7! keV may be identified with the adopted (1)2 level at 2517.55~16! keV @13# reported inb decay@22#. ~See the text.!
ddThe level at 2823.3~2! keV may be identified with the adopted level at 2822.2~4! keV @13# reported inb decay@22#.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Overview of results

The coincidence data from the present experiment p
vided placement and intensity information on over 250g-ray
transitions in 156Dy. The g-ray transition energies, place
ments, and absolute and relative intensities deduced in
05431
-

is

experiment are summarized in Table I. Supplementary in
mation, including observed coincidence relations and data
unplaced transitions, is available through the Electro
Physics Auxiliary Publication Service~EPAPS! @19#. The
level scheme constitutes a substantial revision to that fo
in the literature@13#: over 50 new levels are identified, nu
merous levels previously claimed fromb-decay data are
-
-
e
-
h

FIG. 4. Low-lying levels in
156Dy populated in156gHo b de-
cay and their depopulatingg-ray
transitions ~with energies and
intensities from Table I!. Unob-
served transitions for which inten
sity limits are obtained contradict
ing previously reported values ar
indicated by dashed arrows. Ten
tative placements are marked wit
a dagger~†!.
0-10
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FIG. 5. Transitions from the
21 level at 829 keV.~a! Compos-
ite spectrum gated on 260-, 796
1416-, and 1479-keV transition
feeding the 2829

1 level, showing
the 424-, 691-, and unobserve
829-keV branches from this level
~b! Spectra gated on the 538-ke
0676

1 →2138
1 transition~top! and on

the expected energy of the 153
keV 2829

1 →0676
1 transition ~bot-

tom!, which allow a limit to be
placed upon coincidences betwee
these transitions.~c! LEPS detec-
tor singles spectrum showing th
strong contaminant peaks at 147
keV (157Dy), 150.0 keV (157Ho),
150.4 keV (157Dy), and 153.1
keV (157Dy).
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found to be unsubstantiated, and the decay propertie
many of the remaining levels are substantially modified. T
level scheme for levels populated below 1500 keV is sho
in Fig. 4.

B. Transitions depopulating low-lying levels

We discuss now the experimental results for levels wh
are of current interest in the structural interpretation
156Dy, elaborating upon the basic information presented
Table I. For simplicity, the notationJEex (keV)

p will be used to

denote the level of spin assignmentJp at excitation energy
Eex. ~Spin assignments are taken from Ref.@13# unless in-
formation affecting the spin assignment has been obta
from the present experiment.! Relative intensities quoted in
the following discussion are normalized toI rel5100 for the
strongest branch from each level~see Table I!.
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2829
1 : Measurement of the branching properties of th

level provided much of the initial motivation for the prese
experiment, as this level is central to interpretation of t
low-lying collective structure of156Dy and considerable am
biguities existed in the literature~Table I!. The relative in-
tensities of the two strongest branches from this level, to
21 and 41 members of the yrast band, were confirme
However, the 829-keV transition to the ground state is hig
suppressed, in spite of its having a larger transition ene
than the other branches. Only a limit on its intensity could
obtained,I 829

rel ,4, from spectra gated on transitions feedi
2829

1 @Fig. 5~a!#. Previously an intensityI 829
rel 516(18) was

proposed from an (a,4n) study @20#.
Wildly discrepant intensities for the 153-keV 2829

1 →0676
1

transition have been reported. Much of the confusion pr
ably results from the presence of a strong 153.0-keV tra
V

FIG. 6. Transitions from the 41 level at 1088 keV.~a! Spectra gated on the 691-keV 2829

1 →2138
1 ~top! and 260-keV 41088

1 →2829
1 ~bottom!

transitions, supporting the placement of the 260-keV transition and allowing measurement of its intensity.~b! Spectra gated on the 138-ke
2138

1 →00
1 ~top! and 890-keV 2890

1 →00
1 ~bottom! transitions, illustrating the 950.5-keV branch from the 41088

1 level and the doublet 949.6-keV
(?)1840→2890

1 transition.
0-11
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tion in 157Dy—relative intensities as large asI 153
rel '144 were

found in experiments subject to157Dy contamination
@20,21#. The prior b-decay work @22# estimatedI 153

rel '1.9
from conversion electron singles data. In singles, theg-ray
spectrum at this energy in the present experiment is o
whelmingly dominated by the contaminant transition
157Dy @Fig. 5~c!#. Coincidences with the 538 keV 0676

1

→2138
1 transition were not observed@Fig. 5~b!#, allowing a

limit of I rel,0.7 to be placed on the intensity of the 2829
1

→0676
1 transition, which eliminates the various previous

claimed intensities for this transition.
2890

1 : The reported intensities for the transitions to t
yrast 01, 21, and 41 states are essentially confirmed, wi
some reduction in uncertainty for the intensity of the 4

FIG. 7. Gated coincidence spectra providing evidence of
placement of the 554-keV transition as a branch from the (21)1382

level to the 2829
1 level. ~a! Spectra gated on the 691-keV 2829

1

→2138
1 ~top! and 554-keV~bottom! transitions. Contaminant trans

tions coincident with the 555-keV transition in157Dy are indicated
with a cross~3!.
05431
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keV 2890
1 →4404

1 transition. A weak~;5%! doublet contribu-
tion is found in the 890-keV 2890

1 →00
1 transition. Limits are

placed upon any possible transitions to the 0676
1 and 2829

1

states.~A 2890
1 →2829

1 g-ray transition is deduced in Ref.@22#
on the basis of conversion electron data, but at a level m
ginally below the sensitivity of the present limit.!

41088
1 : The most important result obtained for this level

the confirmation of the existence of the ‘‘in-band’’ 260-ke
41088

1 →2829
1 transition, together with a reliable intensity me

surement@ I 260
rel 511.0(10)#. Coincidences between this tran

sition and transitions depopulating the 2829
1 level or feeding

the 41088
1 level are shown in Fig. 6~a!. ~Prior values for the

relative intensity had ranged from about 11 to 45@20,21#,
with nonobservation inb decay@22#.!

The intensities of the transitions from the 41088
1 state to the

yrast band members are also different from those previou
reported. The 950-keV 41088

1 →2138
1 transitions is found to

contain a (?)1840→2890
1 doublet contribution~;37% of the

total intensity! @Table I and Fig. 6~b!#, and the uncertainty in
the intensity of the 318-keV 41088

1 →6770
1 transition is consid-

erably reduced.
41168

1 : The strong 1031- and 764-keV branches to t
yrast 21 and 41 states are essentially unchanged from R
@22#, although the 1031-keV transition is found to have
weak ~;1.4%! doublet contribution. The 398-keV 41168

1

→6770
1 branch is now clearly identified@ I 398

rel 52.3(6)# from
coincidences.~Previous claims for the intensity of this tran
sition had disagreed radically, with nonobservation inb de-
cay@22#.! The intensity measured for the ‘‘in-band’’ 278-ke
41168

1 →2890
1 branch is modified~;37% decrease! relative to

the value from Ref.@22#. A limit placed on the possible 146
keV branch to the 31022

1 level (I 146
rel ,3) excludes an ex-

tremely large relative intensity~;530! reported in (a,4n)
@20#, which perhaps resulted from contamination by t
147.7 keV transition in157Dy @Fig. 5~c!#. ~A weakerg-ray
transition deduced from conversion electron data@22# is not
excluded by the present limit.!

e

g a
FIG. 8. Gated coincidence spectra providing evidence for branching transitions from the identified level at 1515 keV to 41 and 01 levels,
suggesting a (21) spin assignment.~a! Spectra gated on the 266-keV 4404

1 →2138
1 transition ~top! and the 1111.2-keV (21)1515→4404

1

transition ~bottom!, supporting the placement of the latter transition. The1111-keV peak in the top spectrum is a doublet, containin
contribution from the 1110.7-keV (?)2445→51336

1 transition, which also produces the coincidence with the 951 keV 51336
1 →4404

1 transition
observed in the bottom spectrum.~b! Spectra gated on the 538-keV 0676

1 →2128
1 transition~top! and the 839-keV (21)1515→0676

1 transition
~bottom!, supporting the placement of the latter transition.
0-12
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(21)1382: A weakly-populated level is identified a
1382.3~2! keV on the basis ofg-ray branches to the 0676

1 ,
2829

1 , 2890
1 , and possibly 31022

1 levels deduced from coinci
dences with the transitions depopulating these respective
els ~Fig. 7 and EPAPS@19#!. The present level may be iden
tified with the (32) level at 1385~5! keV @13#, previously
only reported in the (p,t) reaction@23#, for which no prior
g-ray information was known. Observation of theg-ray
branch to an excited 01 state, together with the tentativ
transition to a 31 state, suggests a (21) spin assignmen
instead, although a spin of 32 cannot be excluded if the
transition to the 0676

1 state is taken to be ofE3 multipolarity.
61437

1 : The intensities found for the strong 667- and 34
keV branches to the 6770

1 and 41088
1 levels are in agreemen

with the literature. However, the intensity of the 1033-ke
61437

1 →4404
1 transition, which was previously not observed

b decay, is found to have about twice the value obtain
from (a,4n) @20#.

(21)1515: A level at 1515.0~2! keV is identified on the
basis of transitions to the 4404

1 , 0676
1 , and 2890

1 states. These
transitions suggest a 21 spin assigment~Fig. 8!, although a
spin of 32 cannot be excluded ifE3 multipolarity is consid-
ered.

61525
1 and (52)1526: A closely spaced pair of levels lies a

1525.3~2! and 1526.0~2! keV. All transitions feeding or de-
populating these levels are potentially doublets at
;0.7-keV separation, and division of the intensities has b
a challenge to all studies of these levels@20,21#. ~In fact, the
prior publishedb-decay work @22# failed to identify the
lower of the two levels, but unpublishedb-decay work@24#
cited in Ref.@20# did observe both levels.! At least one of
these levels decays to each of the levels 4404

1 , 6770
1 , 41088

1 ,
and 41168

1 . @The 190-keV branch to the 51336
1 level reported in

(a,4n) @20# is excluded by the present data.# The present
data are likewise not unambiguous about the assignmen
intensities. However, the centroid energies of the obser
peaks in gated spectra suggest that most of the intensi
the 755-keV transition to the 6770

1 level and in the 356 keV
transition to the 41168

1 level is depopulating the 61525
1 level,

while most of the observed intensity in the 1122-keV tran
tion to the 4404

1 level and in the 438-keV transition to th
41088

1 level is depopulating the (52)1526 level. ~Estimated
limits on the intensity in the other portion of each potent
doublet are given in Table I.! Note that the adopted spi
assignments@13# of the two levels, which are based upo
measured conversion coefficients for the depopulating t
sitions, are rather speculative given the uncertainties ing-ray
intensities.

Among the higher-lying levels, several previously r
ported in b decay @22# are observed—(3)1609

2 , (4)1627
1 ,

22090
1 , 42307

1 , (?)2409 @previously (22)], (?)2517 @previously
(1)2], (?)2818, and (?)2823—albeit some with significantly
modified decay properties. Three levels previously only id
tified in in-beam studies@20,21,25#—71729

1 , 71810
2 , and

(6)1898 @previously (6,72)]—are also observed, yielding
new information of their branching properties. We comme
here only on a few of the confirmed higher-lying leve
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those for which the new data modify the spin assignme
~Details on all are given in Table I.!

(6)1898: The adopted level at 1898.64~10! keV @13# had
been assigned a spin of (6,72) based upon results from
(a,4n), (p,4n), and (HI,xn) studies@20,25#. The present
data show a transition to a 51 level, which eliminates the
possible 72 assignment.

(?)2409: The adopted level at 2409.64~20! keV @13# had
been assigned a spin of (22), based upon a supposed 88
keV M1 g-ray transition to a (12) level at 1529 keV and the
presence ofg-ray transitions to 41 levels. This spin assign
ment would have required both transitions to 41 levels to be
E3 in character, constituting a fairly unusual situation. Ho
ever, the present data show that there is no evidence for
(12) level at 1529 keV~see Sec. III C! or for the 880-keV
branch to this level. Several new branches from the (?)2409

FIG. 9. Gated coincidence spectra providing evidence for
existence of levels at 1950 and 2300 keV.~a! Spectra gated on the
266-keV 4404

1 →2128
1 transition ~top! and the 1546 keV (?)1950

→4404
1 transition~bottom!. ~b! Spectra gated on the 884-keV 31022

1

→2138
1 transition ~top! and the 1278-keV (?)2300→31022

1 transition
~bottom!, supporting its placement as directly feeding the 31022

1

level.
0-13
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level are observed, and all branches to levels of known s
are to 21, 36, or 41 levels.

(?)2517: The present level at 2516.6~7! keV may be iden-
tified with the adopted level at 2517.55~16! keV @13#, which
had a spin assignment of (12) based upon a supposedE2
g-ray transition to a (3)2 level and ag-ray transition to a 01

level. ~There is an observed transition to a 41 level, which
this assignment would have required to beE3 in nature.!
However, the present data eliminate the claimed 907-k
transition to the (3)1609

2 level and the 1841-keV transition t
the 0676

1 level. This leaves only transitions to 21, 31, and 41

levels, and possibly a transition to a 32 level ~Table I!. It
also should be noted that the level energy calculated from
transition energy of the 1493.8~10! keV branch from this
level ~as measured in a spectrum gated on the 884-keV t
sition! disagrees with that calculated from the transition e
ergy of the 1348.9~5! keV branch~as measured in spectr
gated on the 764- and 1031-keV transitions! and from the
other two tentatively placed branches. Even though the
crepancy~;1.4 keV! is within the extreme range of the en
ergy uncertainties, it calls into question the identity of t
level as a single level.

Several new levels are identified as well~Table I!. Many
of the new levels are identified on the basis of several c
roborating branching or feeding transitions, each indep
dently placed from coincidence data. Other levels are ide
fied on the basis of only one or two branches. These h
been retained in the tabulation when there is fairly stro
evidence for their placement from coincidence relations~see
Fig. 9!. @Some of the ‘‘new’’ levels below 2250 keV likely
correspond to levels previously reported in (d,d8) or (p,t)
studies@23,26#, but the low energy resolution of such studi
precludes the establishment of an unambiguous corres
dence.#

C. Previously reported levels fromb decay for which
no evidence is found

The priorb-decay study@22# of 156Dy identified levels on
the basis primarily of singlesg-ray data, together with
singles conversion electron data and some very limited c

FIG. 10. Low-lying level scheme of156Dy, showing members
of the first three positive-parity bands, following the band assi
ments of Ref.@13#.
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cidence data. Identification of levels from a singles spectr
relies upon the recognition of groups ofg-ray lines satisfying
Ritz sum energy combinations. This process is extrem
challenging for 156Dy due to the large number of level
populated and consequently high line density in the sp
trum: for a large number of lines many accidental ene
combinations can exist within the experimental energy re
lution, and the complicated nature of the spectrum hind
the accurate identification of lines and determination of th
energies for use in the Ritz procedure in the first place. T
availability of high-statisticsg-ray coincidence data, as in th
present study, provides at least two benefits: placement in
mation from coincidence relations and more reliable ene
determinations from clean gated spectra.

Since a large number of levels previously proposed on
basis of b decay are found to be unsubstantiated by
present data, it is worth summarizing the evidence used
dismissing these levels. Each such level was invoked to
plain severalg rays observed in singles. If substantially all
the intensity for ag ray is now accounted for by one or mor
new placements from coincidence information, the need
the original proposed placement is obviated. The sugge

-

FIG. 11. Evolution of the~a! 41
1 and ~b! 02

1 energies~normal-
ized to the 21

1 energy! across theN590 transition region, for the
Nd ~h!, Sm ~s!, Gd ~n!, and Dy ~l! isotopic chains, compared
with the X(5) prediction.
0-14
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placements also imply coincidences involving theg rays, and
a quantitative limit can be placed on such coincidences fr
the present data. Detailed discussions of a few of the m
important low-lying dismissed levels follow.

(1,21)1219: This level was proposed inb decay@22# to
explain sixg-ray transitions, placed as two branches and f
feeding transitions. The prior study identifies a 1218.9~4!-
keV line of intensity 0.74~11!, which it places as a branch t
the ground state. The present coincidence data show thi
tensity to be accounted for~within uncertainties! by two new
transitions: a 1217.2~3!-keV (?)2386→41168

1 transition of in-
tensity 0.25~7! and a 1218.9~5!-keV 42307

1 →41088
1 transition

of intensity 0.39~10!. Ref. @22# also reports a 1081.38~20!-
keV line of intensity 1.01~6!, which it places as a branch t
2138

1 , supported by an observed qualitative coincidence w
the 2138

1 →00
1 transition. The present coincidence data sh

there to be a 1081.18~9! keV (?)2103→31022
1 transition of

intensity 0.64~5!. This leaves a residual intensity of 0.4~2!
feeding the 2138

1 level in this energy region, observed in
spectrum gated on the 138-keV transition after subtractio
the known placement. The two stronger supposed feed
transitions, a 582.6~4!-keV transition of intensity 0.24~4! and
a 2428.0~5!-keV transition of intensity 0.35~4!, are noncoin-
cident with the depopulating transitions at a level incons
tent with the prior decay scheme.~From the present data, th
coincident intensity of any possible 583-keV transition w
a 1081-keV transition is found to be,0.08, and that with a
1219 keV transition is,0.05. The coincident intensity of an
2428-keV transition with a 1081-keV transition is,0.06,
and that with a 1219-keV transition is,0.07.! The 2428-keV
g-ray line is now replaced by a 2429.5~7!-keV (?)2833

→4404
1 transition of intensity 0.63~9!.

11293
2 : This level was identified inb decay@22# on the

basis of two depopulating transitions and five feeding tran
tions. ~A discrepancy of;0.67 keV existed, however, be
tween the level energies deduced from the two differ
depopulating transitions.! Reference @22# reported a

FIG. 12. Yrast bandB(E2) values, normalized to the 2g
1→0g

1

transition, for theN590 isotones150Nd ~h!, 152Sm~s!, 154Gd ~n!,
and 156Dy ~l!. The rotor,X(5), andvibrator predictions are shown
for comparison. Experimental values are from Re
@11,13,18,34,35#. ~Figure from Ref.@12#.!
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1292.85~22!-keV transition of intensity 1.28~6!, which it
gave a 11293

2 →00
1 placement. However, this singles intensi

is now fully accounted for by three transitions~Table I!—a
1292.3~3!-keV (?)2818→(52)1526 transition, a 1293.0~5!-keV
(?)2184→2890

1 transition ~tentative!, and a 1293.4~15!-keV
(?)2818→61525

1 transition—with a combined intensity o
1.28~14!. Most (;85%) of the singles intensity observed
this energy in the present experiment comes from
1293.7~2!-keV contaminant transition from116Sn, most
likely arising from 115In neutron capture followed by116mIn
b decay to116Sn @27#, identified by its coincidences with th
818-, 1097-, 1507-, and 1753-keV transitions in that nucle
Reference@22# also reported a 1155.72~14! keV transition of
intensity 2.14~5!, qualitatively coincident with the 2138

1

→00
1 transition, which it assigned a 11293

2 →2138
1 placement.

.

FIG. 13. Kp502
1 band level energies~taken relative to the band

head and normalized to the 21 band member!, for the N590 iso-
tones150Nd ~h!, 152Sm ~s!, 154Gd ~n!, and 156Dy ~l!. TheX(5)
predictions both for this band~dashed line! and for the yrast band
@E(J)/E(21

1)# ~dotted line! are shown, illustrating the differing
spin dependences discussed in the text. The rotor and vibrator
dictions are also indicated.

FIG. 14. Energy spacing scale of the excited 01 sequence rela-
tive to that of the yrast sequence, for the Nd~h!, Sm ~s!, Gd ~n!,
and Dy ~l! isotopic chains, compared with theX(5) prediction.
0-15
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FIG. 15. RelativeB(E2) branching strengths for the ‘‘interband’’ transitions from the 21 state built upon the first excited 01 state to the
yrast 01, 21, and 41 states, shown for theN588, 90, and 92 isotopes of Dy, Gd, and Sm. The extreme harmonic oscillator limit,X(5), and
pure rotor limit predictions are provided for comparison at the bottom. Data are adopted values from Nuclear Data Sheets@13,18,34–36#
except those for152Sm @8# and 156Dy ~present data!. Error bars on the relativeB(E2) strengths include contributions from the experimen
uncertainties in intensity andE2/M1 mixing ratios. @In the case of spin-unchanging transitions for which theE2/M1 mixing ratio
is unknown, theB(E2) strength is deduced assuming pureE2 multipolarity, and the possibility of arbitrarily largeM1 contamination
is indicated by a downward arrow.# Since the strength of the 22

1→41
1 transition in 154Dy is unknown, the strengths of the 22

1→01
1 and

22
1→21

1 transitions are normalized~for comparison purposes! by setting the relative 22
1→21

1 strength equal to that in the neighborin
isotone152Gd.
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This intensity is now mostly accounted for by thre
transitions—an 1154.4~8!-keV (?)2490→51336

1 transition~ten-
tative!, an 1155.3~2! (?)2324→41168

1 transition, and an 1156.4
keV (?)2245→41088

1 transition—with a combined intensity o
1.72~13!. The intensities of all five feeding transitions a
also accounted for~Table I!, and all are found to be nonco
incident with 1293- and 1156-keV transitions at intens
limits contradicting the earlier placements.

(21)1447: This level was reported only in the (a,4n) and
(p,4n) literature@20#, but the placement given in that wor
was justified using information from an earlier unpublish
b-decay study@24#. No evidence is found for the existence
this level in the present experiment.
05431
21518
1 : This level was identified inb decay@22# on the

basis of two depopulating transitions and two feeding tran
tions. The reported singles intensities of these transitions
now accounted for by other placements~Table I and EPAPS
@19#!, and both feeding transitions are noncoincident with
depopulating transitions at intensity limits contradicting t
earlier placements.

(12)1529: This level was proposed inb decay @22# to
explain seveng-ray transitions, placed as two depopulatin
and five feeding transitions. The reported intensities of
1529- and 1392-keV branching transitions and the 127
1542-, and 1900-keV feeding transitions are now accoun
for by other placements~Table I and EPAPS@19#!, and all
0-16
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feeding transitions are noncoincident with both depopulat
transitions at intensity limits contradicting the earlier plac
ments.

By similar arguments, there is no evidence for the ex
tence of the levels claimed fromb decay@22# at 1801, 1944,
2006, 2169, 2216, 2476, 2514, 2637, 2661, and 2803 keV
above 2900-keV excitation energy.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE LOW-LYING STRUCTURE

The structure of the low-lying levels of156Dy, summa-
rized in Fig. 10, is most naturally approached in the cont
of its similarity to that of the neighboringN590 isotones
150Nd, 152Sm, and 154Gd, and so its observables will b
discussed in comparison to those of the neighboring nuc
The Nd, Sm, Gd, and Dy isotonic chains each underg
rapid transition from spherical to axially symmetrically d
formed structure~Fig. 11!. As already alluded to, severa
basic observables~Figs. 1 and 11! indicate that all four iso-
topic chains reach essentially the same stage in the evolu
of their structure atN590. As early as the 1960s, studies
152Sm and154Gd highlighted the presence of unusual stru
tural features in theN590 nuclei. Experiments using (p,t)
and (t,p) transfer reactions suggested the ‘‘coexistence’’
well-deformed states with undeformed states in these nu
@28–30#, as later corroborated by the observation of unu
ally large electric monopole matrix elements@31#. These nu-
clei exhibit a form of band structure, but spectroscopic st
ies demonstrated that a conventional rotor picture with b
mixing could not adequately account for the properties of
low-lying states in these nuclei@32#. More recent analysis
using the interacting boson model~IBM ! again suggests th
coexistence of states with spherical and deformed struct
within these nuclei, and the deduced potential energy sur
is markedly flat inb ~b-soft! @5#. Similar results are obtaine
in the geometric collective model~GCM! as well @33#.

The essential features suggested for the structure of
N590 nuclei—coexistence of states of different deformat
in a b-soft potential—are incorporated into theX(5) model
@6#, which has recently been proposed as a simple desc
tion of such transitional nuclei. This model is based upon
Bohr geometric Hamiltonian, specialized to a square w
potential in b with an added term providing stabilizatio
aroundg50°, and can be solved analytically for its eigene
ergies and eigenfunctions in terms of the zeros of Be
functions. TheX(5) model predicts a band structure rese
bling that of a rotor, but with substantially different energ
ratios andB(E2) strengths along the bands~Figs. 1 and 12!.
The model also predicts comparatively strong interband tr
sitions, with branching properties differing from those of
true rotor.

The X(5) predictions are especially straightforward
compare with experiment, since all predictions for ene
ratios andE2 transition strength ratios involving theKp

501
1 and Kp502

1 bands are parameter independent.@The
only free parameters affecting these bands are the mas
rameter and square well width, which together serve only
scaling parameters controlling the overall energy scale
B(E2) strength scale.# It was recently shown that theX(5)
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model reproduces many of the important properties of150Nd
@11# and 152Sm @37#.

The energy spacing of the yrast band levels in156Dy
closely matches theX(5) predictions, as already noted~Fig.
1!. The situation for the intrabandB(E2) strengths~Fig. 12!
is less clear. The yrast bandB(E2) values were deduce
from Coulomb excitation@38# and from recoil distance
method lifetime measurements in (HI,xn) reactions@39,40#.
The data generally indicate that the spin-dependence of
yrast bandB(E2) values is intermediate between the ide
vibrator and rotor limits, and the qualitative trend is cons
tent with theX(5) predictions. The reportedB(E2) strength
for the 6g

1→4g
1 transition, however, is anomalously low

substantially below even the rotor prediction. As there
some discrepancy in the data@39,40#, and the 366 keV 6g

1

→4g
1 transition was not well resolved in the ungated sing

detectorg-ray spectra used by the existing studies~Fig. 1 of
Ref. @39#!, a remeasurement making use of gated coincide
techniques~e.g., the differential decay curve method@41#!
could provide valuable clarification.

In the X(5) model, the successiveKp501 bands differ
from each other in both the energy ratios and energy spa
scale of levels within the band. The level energy as a fu
tion of spin becomes successively more linear~oscillator-
like! for more excitedKp501 bands. This effect is clearly
visible in theX(5) predictions even for the first excitedKp

501 band~compare the dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 1!.
The spin dependence of the level energies for theKp502

1

band members in156Dy follows these predictions quite
closely, as is also the case for the neighboringN590 nuclei
~Fig. 13!. For the 21 and 41 band members specifically, thi
effect corresponds to a reduction in the ratio of 41 state
energy to 21 state energy~taken relative to the band head!
for the higher bands. In156Dy, the yrast band ratio
R4/2(01

1)[E(41
1)/E(21

1) is 2.93, while for theKp502
1 se-

quence the corresponding ratioR4/2(02
1)[@E(42

1)
2E(02

1)#/@E(22
1)2E(02

1)# is 2.70. TheX(5) predictions
are 2.91 and 2.79 for the two bands, respectively.

The energy spacingscale for the Kp502
1 band is pre-

dicted inX(5) to be much larger than for the yrast band, w

FIG. 16. RelativeB(E2) strengths for intraband and interban
transitions from~a! the 41 member of theKp501 band in 156Dy,
together with~b! the X(5) predictions. The open arrow for th
spin-unchanging transition indicates the possibility ofM1 contami-
nation.
0-17
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@E(22
1)2E(02

1)#/E(21
1)'1.81. For the Sm, Gd, and D

isotopic chains,N590 is the location of a local maximum
~Fig. 14! in this ratio. However, the actual spacing is st
much less than predicted by theX(5) model. This serious
discrepancy is encountered in descriptions of theN590 nu-
clei using other collective models~the IBM and GCM! as
well @8,33#.

The intensity results for156Dy provide greatly improved
information on relativeB(E2) strengths for transitions from
the 21, 41, and 61 members of the first excited 01 band
@absoluteB(E2) strengths are not available due to a lack
lifetime data#, so it is now possible to make a meaningf
comparison with the neighboring isotones and with mo
predictions. Figure 15 summarizes the branching proper
for the 21 state in the first excited 01 sequence~denoted by
201

1 ) for theN588, 90, and 92 isotopes of Dy, Gd, and S
In going fromN588 to 92, the 201

1 →01
1 transition evolves

from being highly suppressed relative to the 201
1 →41

1 tran-
sition @B(E2;201

1 →01
1)/B(E2;201

1 →41
1)'0.01 atN588]

to having substantial strength@B(E2;201
1 →01

1)/B(E2;201
1

→41
1)'0.20 atN592]. The suppression forN588 is remi-

niscent of the situation in the pure oscillator limit~in which
case the 21 state directly above the 02

1 state is the 23
1 state!,

where the only one of the three transitions which is phon
allowed is the 201

1 →41
1 transition ~Fig. 15, bottom left

panel!, although clearly theN588 nuclei are far from
achieving pure oscillator structure. For theN592 nuclei, the
relative B(E2) strengths begin to resemble the Alaga-ru
strengths expected for a pure rotor~Fig. 15, bottom right
panel!, though theN592 nuclei do notfully match these va
ues. For theN590 nuclei152Sm and154Gd ~as well as150Nd
@11#, not shown! the agreement with theX(5) predictions
~Fig. 15, bottom center panel! is quite good. In156Dy, the
22

1→01
1 transition is shown to be extremely weak. Its re

tive B(E2) strength is at least a factor of 3–5 weaker than
et

s

ev

nd

R
. J

F.

-
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the neighboringN590 isotones or theX(5) predictions. The
E2/M1 mixing ratio for the spin-unchanging 22

1→21
1 tran-

sition in 156Dy is unknown, so only a limit can be placed o
this transition’s relativeB(E2) strength.

The relative strengths of the intraband and interband tr
sitions from the 41 member of theKp502

1 band in 156Dy,
as deduced from the present revised intensities, are show
Fig. 16~a!. The strength scale of the interband transitions
much weaker relative to the intraband transitions than wo
be expected from theX(5) predictions@Fig. 16~b!#. A similar
weakness of the interband transitions relative to theX(5)
predictions is observed for the 21 and 41 members of the
Kp502

1 bands in 154Gd and 152Sm and 21 ~but not 41)
member in150Nd @8,11,18,35#.

V. CONCLUSION

Extensiveg-ray coincidence spectroscopy has been c
ried out on the nucleus156Dy, populated inb1/« decay.
Knowledge of the decay properties of the low-lying off-yra
levels has been greatly improved and new information
been obtained on the higher-lying level scheme, constitu
a major revision relative to the previously published info
mation. The new data allow direct comparison with t
neighboring nuclei and with model predictions. This nucle
like its isotones150Nd, 152Sm, and154Gd, lies very near the
critical point of the transition from spherical to axially
symmetric deformed shape and is well described by theX(5)
model.
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